LARAMIE
The Gem City of Wyoming

Nestled between two mountain ranges at 7,200 feet, this 1860s town is home to nearly 32,000 residents, a number of world-class museums, and countless one-of-a-kind shops and restaurants. A dozen vibrant murals by local artists bring the historic Laramie downtown to life, while the rumble of trains reminds this Western town of its roots. Whether you’re heading to fish the Laramie River or lakes of the Snowy Range Mountains, or hiking the nearby 2.9 million acres of nearby national forest, epic adventure awaits in all directions. The city of Denver is less than two and a half hours away.

OPPORTUNITIES

TEACH
As a teaching assistant, get your tuition and fees covered plus earn a stipend while you complete your studies.

SUMMER PROGRAM
Complete your Masters by earning credits during three summers with hybrid and abroad coursework.

STUDY ABROAD
Earn your graduate degree while you visit Spanish-speaking countries. Some financial assistance available.

RESEARCH
Research at the newly created Linguistics Lab. Financial travel awards are available for national conferences.

University of Wyoming
Modern and Classical Languages
Dept. 3603 | 1000 E. University Ave.
Laramie, WY 82071
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LARAMIE
The untamed spirit of the West

MASTERS IN SPANISH

Modern & Classical Languages

UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING
THE FACULTY

Joy Landeira, Chair  
jlandeir@uwyo.edu  
20th and 21st Century Latin American Peninsular, and U.S. Hispanic poetry and narrative

Irene Checa-Garcia  
irene.checa@uwyo.edu  
Sociolinguistics, Syntax, Grammaticalization, Spanish in the U.S., Linguistics Lab Coordinator

Conxita Domènech  
cdomenech@uwyo.edu  
Peninsular Literature and Film  
Spanish Golden Age Narrative and Thought  
Catalan Film and Literature

Chelsea Escalante  
languages@uwyo.edu  
Hispanic Linguistics  
Second Language Acquisition  
Civic and Social Issues

Camilo Jaramillo  
cjarami1@uwyo.edu  
Latin American Literature and Film  
Postcolonialism and Ecocriticism  
Caribbean/Colombian/Southern Cone Lits

Sonia Rodriguez-Hicks  
soniahr@uwyo.edu  
Mexican Literature and Culture  
Gender and women’s literature  
U.S. Latino and Border Studies

THE PROGRAM

The MA in Spanish provides professionals with the deep study of Spanish language and culture at an advanced level. Graduates acquire competencies that prepare them for varied career options, such as education, academia, public service, marketing or other business-related tracks.

The program is either four full-time semesters with three courses or three full-time summers with four courses.

Two Years: Four Semesters

Semester 1:  
- Pedagogy  
- Linguistics  
- Literature/Culture  
- Begin Thesis Plan

Semester 2:  
- Intro to Research  
- Linguistics  
  or Literature/Culture II  
- Linguistics or Literature/  
  Culture III  
- Thesis Proposal & Plan

Semester 3:  
- Theory  
- Linguistics or Literature/ 
  Culture IV  
- Interdisciplinary Course  
- Thesis Prospectus

Semester 4:  
- Thesis Development  
- Defense  
- Graduation

Areas of Research:  
- Language Acquisition & Processing  
- Language Variation & Change  
- Peninsular Literature, Film & Culture  
- Latin American Literature, Film & Culture  
- U.S. Latina/o Culture

THE NEXT LEVEL

Did you know that Spanish is the fastest growing language in America? Have you ever considered mastering this language as part of your academic and professional future? The Masters in Spanish at the University of Wyoming is designed for students who have an undergraduate degree in Spanish or who are fluent and have degrees in similar areas. This MA offers a deep understanding of Spanish language and culture, including linguistics, literature, and film studies. The Masters in Spanish will bring your education to the next level and allow you to capitalize on your language skills for your professional future.